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Making people happy for the sake of pleasure: an artistic adventure.
18 months, 4 cities and 4 countries, thousands of workshop hours, discussions and
exchanges between and about diverse cultural visions and values, thousands of
people met with. An extraordinary human adventure, such as only cultural
experimentation and international exchanges can bring about. A challenge fully
met: the creation of an artistic framework allowing individuals and groups to open
a co-participative space for creation purposes. Such a framework gives back to
residency workshops their encounter dimension by allowing «cultural pluralism»
to come to life and freeing the circulation of ideas without sacrificing the
necessity for artistic excellence.
It is about taking over the street and the public space, handing back for a brief
moment the city to its citizens. It is about giving due recognition to their identity
and opening it to appreciation by everybody else. Most importantly, it is about
renewing with success for the many who battle against fatalism engendered by
failure. It is about the memories left behind by an extraordinary urban show that
builds a bridge towards the wonderful and colorful, with plenty of positive energy.
Last but not least, URBAN BALLETS is about building up a common story and a
sustainable relationship between individuals who have experienced collective
success.
Today, one can assert that URBAN BALLETS is a multidimensional space open to
encounters and intercultural exchanges; it is an attempt to transcend economic,
social, comunity and national divisions by making the project into a testing ground
for togetherness within intercultural diversity, where artistic priorities have been
fertilized by a quest for sense and common references.
In the end, URBAN BALLETS is a co-participative and collective creation anchored
in communities and neighborhoods where everyone finds an opportunity to face
up to the challenges posed by cultural and social diversity on a daily basis.
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Creating a framework allowing for time to exchange views on cultural
and social values without sacrificing artistic excellence

By adhering to the Urban Ballet project, the
Collective of operators, artists and human and
cultural rights organisations assert their
convergence by creating royalty free effective
communication tools. By committing themselves to
working within the nonprofit economy, they will
mutualise their know-how in order to build fair and
solidarity-oriented tools that will allow them to
participate in international exchanges. As far as the
use of public funds is concerned, they commit
themselves to abiding by the ethical code set by the
UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity.

The commitment of
the Operators:
"Building a city, building a network"

Understanding our practices
better in order to improve them
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While recognising popular arts and cultures as
the main focus of their projects, the Operators will
put forward frameworks which allow people to
find their place in aesthetic experiences whatever
their artistic competence, without sacrificing
artistic excellence.
Therefore, the Collective will encourage, within
the framework of common projects, the exchange
of skills and competences and will function as a
space open to new experiments inspiring cultural
and artistic exchanges between age groups, social
groups, communities, neighbourhoods and
regions, countries and continents.
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The Collective purports to be the tool enabling the
Operators to warrant the democratic character of the
project by ensuring that all the citizens of a given
territory are enabled to participate in the designing,
realisation and final assessment of the projects they
put into practice, support or stand for. The Operators
act as warrantors of the cultural dignity of the people
who commit themselves to the project. As a
consequence, each participant in the project will
ensure that the respect they demand for their own
cultural dignity does not infringe on the cultural
dignity of others. This prerequisite requires that
spaces be kept open for cultural exchange between
norms and values within the sphere of public debate.

What really happened in 2013 ?

Confronting increasing poverty in all territories.
Debating about volunteer work with the poorest,
experimenting with new forms of energy mobilisation.

G RA HA MS TOW N

Bo r de au x

National Arts Festival

Carnaval des 2 rives
Residency workshop
Place: one site at le Rocher de Palmer at Cenon
Date : 12-16 March 2013 (dance & music)
Instrument fabrication workshop: 5-16 March 2013
Participants : 80 dancers / 50 musicians

Residency workshop
Place: one site, Noluthendo Hall
Date: 24 June - 7 July 2013 (dance & music)
Instrument fabrication workshop: 29-24 May 2013
Participants: 200 dancers / 200 musicians

Urban Parade
Date : 17 March 2013 (afternoon)
Duration : 4hrs / from 2 to 4
Attendance : 40 000 people in the street
Distance : 4 km

Urban Parade
Date: 6-7 July 2013 (morning)
Duration: 1hr/ 1hr 30 from 11 to 12.30
Attendance: 1 000 people in the street
Distance: 1,5 km

SAN T A M A RI A D A F E I RA

b elfast

Imaginarius Festival

Beat Carnival

Residency workshop
Place: multisite (Main venue: sports facility)
Dat: 21-24 May 2013 (dance & music)
Instrument fabrication workshop: 29 April - 24 May 2013
Participants: 200 dancers / 200 musicians

Residency workshop
Place: multisite
Date: 14-21 September 2013 (dance & music)
Participants: 350 performers with 100 dancers /
100 drummers in UB performance

Urban Parade
Date: 24-25 May 2013 (night)
Duration: 1hr / 1hr 30 from midnight to 1.30
Attendance: 40 000 people in the street
Distance: 1,5 km

Urban Parade
Date: 21 September (evening)
Duration: 1hr 30 from 8 to 8.30 PM
Attendance: 30 000 people in the street
Distance: 1,5 km
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While maintaining as a matter of principle the
autonomy and independence of artistic creation in
relation to the political sphere, the Operators will
take into account the overall circumstances of the
populations they work with. They commit
themselves to designing the contours of a new
ethics for the Cultural Operator and assert the
centrality of the debate around the question of
cultural diversity in relation with artistic
emergence, the commitment to economic and
social issues, the defence of human rights and the
fight against inequalities, in favor of equality of
opportunities, solidarity and social cohesion.
"Aware that cultural diversity is strengthened by

the free circulation of ideas and that it feeds on the
permanent exchange and interaction between
cultures..." the Collective aims at creating the
instruments necessary to facilitate the circulation
of persons and projects within a dynamics of
artistic production which is itself the result of the
cultural exchange between the participants' diverse
cultural norms and sensitivities.
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Our goal is to promote a fruitful exchange of ideas
and practices between parade initiators, cultural
operators, artists and european citizens by uniting
them around a collective project in order to diversify
the opportunities for artistic experimentation in all
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areas of our collective life. Interactions should be
organised with due respect for the cultural dignity
of everyone. Debate about what is it that makes up
art and culture for all of us in the city, at work, on
the street, in the territories where we live should
be encouraged. Culture should not be confined
within a sphere separate from life, which would
result in making culture a commodity open to
financial speculation.

The know-how of all the members should be
circulated in order to achieve an artistic
coordination aiming at putting to work the
individuals' imagination and creative power so as
to bring about the emergence of a new collective
imaginaire and a european identity based on
interculturality

The time has come to rebuild the cultural policy on

We must keep alive "laboratories of togetherness

universal and negotiated humanistic values...

in diversity" and contribute to the questioning of
sense through aesthetic forms in all debates
concerning Public Space and life in the city.
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Why did they throw themselves into the )ub( adventure?
Imagining spaces open to new encounters, original
collaborations between continents, countries, neighbourhoods, communities, social groups, age groups,
professionals and volunteers.

Each Urban Ballets partner has found in this international project a response to local challenges. From
Grahamstown townships to Bordeaux coucil estates, from Belfast town center to the villages of Santa
Maria da Feira, the Urban Ballets project has adapted to different contexts. With an identical aim in
those four venues: "to renew the praxis" and "to put back at the heart of collective action the wish to
live and do things together." To achieve that, the emphasis has been put on participative creation and
people's participation in order to build "bridges to the marvellous" so as to put poetry into banality.
In the end, each of these four events was about joining together in a common final celebration and
popular festivity reflecting what each partner has learnt in this exchange process. The memory of
this wonderful performance will stay on the walls and the memories of the people of these four towns.

Bordeaux

S AN T A M A R IA D A F EI RA

GR AH A MST OW N

b el fast

Opening a bridge, merging dances and
musics

Breathing new life into intergenerational action

Finding a new pride, connecting a
township and a campus

Giving new directions, transcending
hip-hop culture

For the last twenty years, the Carnival has been
pursuing the same project: to link symbolically
and physically the two sides of the city, one
being poorer and more racially mixed than the
other. Under the guidance of local or out-oftown artists, workshops were set up to prepare
for a parade running through several estates in
order to put on show the cultural diversity of
this territory. Thanks to Urban Ballets, dancers
and musicians, amateur and professional, collaborated around a common, variegated and stimulating project culminating in the opening of
Chaban-Delmas Bridge. A number of talents
contributed to make this parade a success: social and cultural centers, Cie Grandes Personnes,
Cie Voisins du dessus, Cie Adage, vocational
training AFPT, Be Boys, charities and musicians
around Fauzi Berger, Tukafac and Perculture..

"Blast! Urban Ballets" with its mix of urban cultures, South African and European, was at the
center of allyear round workshops with the
young and the less young in order to prepare
the 16th Parade of the Imaginarius Festival. A
number of participants made that success possible: Orquestra Criativa, Jovens Músicos, Alunos da Academia "All About Dance", Escolas,
Orquestra Colégio de Lamas, Ensemble Animadores Musicais, Banda musical Santiago de
Lobao, A Trupe, Grupo Danças Urbanas, Familias, Universidade Sénior, CRL, A Rua'Da, Guitarras da Fera, Rufus & Circus... under the
guidance of Alexander Caric (music) and Vitor
Fontes (dance). The Bordeaux company "Les
Voisins du Dessus" with their giant puppets joined in the adventure for an explosion of energy
around the artists of Urban Ballets..

When traffics stops on the highway connecting
Grahamstown to the City center on Sunday
morning in order to let through the National
Arts Festival Parade, smiles can be seen again
on peoples' faces. It is for these moments, for
this newly found pride that the NAF has included Urban Ballets in their programme. The first
twenty performances of this festival took place
under Apartheid. Twenty years on, traces of
those times can still be found, which Urban Ballets is helping to erase. "Art can change society" says Zeth, one of the community leaders
without whom black youth from the township
would not have participated so enthusiastically
in the workshops of Urban Ballets, dancing and
playing, always singing..

Since beginning in 1994, the Beat Carnival has
been sending forth a message of peace on the
troubled streets of Belfast. Rescheduled from
June to September owing to the G8 Summit
happening in Northern Ireland, Beat Carnival in
its «Urban Ballets» version found wide popular
acceptance. All along the route, huge crowds
watched the Parade which was a highlight of
the «Belfast Culture Night». As usual, Beat Carnival featured its amazing percussion group led
by Matt Vernon. Beat’s Dancer in Residence,
Dior Cunha (the «Brazilian from Belfast»)
trained young people at the Beat Carnival Centre and brought together talents in the dance
schools, alternative urban spaces, social centers and other informal groups. «We had never
seen anything like that» said a woman, amazed
at the energy displayed by all those young people «from Belfast.»
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Public debates between cultures are vital for any

New forms should be devised for urban parades and

public policy dealing with cultural diversity and
the officially maintained objective of
constructing a common cultural reference
framework for all the peoples - european, african,
asian, caribbean etc. It is this questioning and
debating which gives political pertinence to the
"cultural pluralism" which "constitutes the
political response to cultural diversity. It cannot
be dissociated from a democratic framework,
since cultural pluralism favours cultural exchange
and the emergence of those creative capabilities
which sustain public life."

carnivals by opening spaces which allow for
experiments based on the transversality of different
forms of expression- (Multimedia arts, music, dance
and pantomime, circus arts and "street arts") - by
encouraging new and original encounters between
amateur and professional artists, social and age
groups, profit based economy and nonprofit economy.
The means we have chosen and which make us work
together are collective and co-participative creation,
rooted in the communities where one has to confront
the realities of cultural diversity on a daily basis. Our
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aim is to put the individual's imagination and
creative power to work so as to create a new
collective imaginaire and to construct a new
european identity based on interculturality.
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Once the framework has been designed, it should
be put forward to the teams in charge of parades
and carnivals, whether they belong to one's own
network or not, the objective being the creation of
a world network of urban parades which in turn will
enrich our reflection on the concepts of city,
cultures, urban democracy and hybrid identities
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We take it for granted that to work on our
partners' projects, whether artistic, participative or
organisational will allow us to compare
experiences, exchange skills, acquire competences
and deepen our collective reflection.
7

> II
urbanballets.blogspot.fr

II >
urban-ballets.com

Now it's up to you!
Urban Ballets is a free-access structure designed to assist a group of practitioners in the conception, animation and assessment of an artistic project based on intercultural exchange and
respect for the individual. This package defines the conditions for the creation of a collective
work in the public space: parade, carnival, festival or urban ballet.

After experiences in France, Portugal, Northern Ireland and South Africa, the Urban Ballets package
is only waiting to be enlarged and completed by other actors throughout the world. You are welcome
to be part of it!

We are a group of people wishing to inscribe our parade within the Urban Ballets dispositive, what
do we have to do?
Because Urban Ballets belongs in the nonprofit economy, Urban Ballets puts forward a model based
on equality and fairness through the mutualisation of means, energies and talents necessary to make
the performance viable and sustainable. To engage in the Urban Ballets project means to engage in
a process which emphasises exchanging and confronting diverse viewpoints, a consistent and demanding artistic approach, intercultural diversity and the participation of the greatest number.

> Allow yourselves a10-month preparation period
> Follow the seven steps of the process described underneath
> Find inspiration in the worksheets available for downloading (or flash-card)
> Use feedback on past experiences
> Go for it with the Urban Ballets philosophy as an inspiration
> Share your experience with others on the web site:
www.urban-ballets.eu

Rétroplanning
I- Prospection (D–10 months)

II- Conception (D-7 months)

III-Création (D-4 months)

IV-Mobilisation (D-3 months)

V- Transmission (D-2 weeks)

• Look for one or several partners
organising parades abroad
• Meet up with them
• Exchange ideas and viewpoints
• Take into account political, social and
economic circumstances of everyone
involved
• Build a team of talented and
committed artists
• Share common dreams and values

• Write up a project or plan incorporating ideas
from each of the partners
• Define objectives, a schedule, a budget and a
PR plan
• Look for co-financing (international, national,
regional and local)
• Equip the group with cooperative tools (shared
agenda, mailing list, blog...)
• Elect an atmospheric mediator capable of
creating an atmosphere conducive to debate
with due respect for persons and the ethics of
the project
• Set up the production team (Management,
administration, communication)

• Organise a creation residency (7 to 8
days) with the invited artists
• Bring together local and invited foreign
artists
• Set up stimulating and friendly working
conditions (Welcome bureau, meals,
rooms...)
• Open development spaces for the
choreographies and musics to be created
• Confront practices in order to test new
sounds and figures
• Make videos (tutorials) explaining the
choreographies and musics created

• Share with social and educational
practitioners the values and benefits of
the project
• Mobilise local artistic resources (schools,
communities, groups...)
• Set up a cooperative, non-competitive
relationship among the project participants
• Circulate the tutorial videos through a
web platform
• Launch the first workshops with local
artists
• Launch the Public Relations Plan (Web,
Press, Media)

• Start instrument fabrication and costume • Show the creations in
design
public space (Parade,
• Launch the Dance & Music workshop (5 days) carnival or urban
under supervision of the artistic team
ballet)
• Rehearse in a hall and in public space
• Host daily debriefing meetings between
artists and organisers
• Set up schedules for exchange and debate
with the local population
• Make a photo or video report
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Creating a framework allowing for exchanges on cultural and social diversity without
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We must build up networks of creators in order to
have continuously at our disposal an artistic cadre
for the workshops to be set up. This will ensure that
cultural diversity will find an expression in
collective creations by the people of a given
territory, by waking up their creative capacities and
collective genius and energy

By taking over the public space in neighbourhoods
and the town centers, each parade or carnival
purports to give back the city to those who inhabit
it. During each rehearsal, both participants and
public take possession of the streets, places and
public venues. Thus, the performance will live on in
the memories of the inhabitants and on the walls
of their city.

As far as the european partners are concerned,
each project should go through a process of
continuous assessment dealing with all aspects
relevant to it. They must facilitate a global and cooperative approach in order to associate each
partner according to their specific interests while
rejecting any kind of exclusive vision of artistic
forms, genres or styles. We also deem it necessary
to have a team of researchers accompanying the
realisation of each project, involving themselves in
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VII- Evaluation
• Write a qualitative
report
• Finalise the financial
and accounts report
• Pass around and
share what you have
learnt from this
experience
• Have a rest.... in
order to start again!
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sacrificing artistic excellence

7

VI- Action (D day)

the process and contributing to its progress by
ensuring that local populations are fully implicated
in said project. Finally, we demand that adequate
public financial support be provided by official
institutions to ensure the continuity, progress and
emergence of new and original cultural initiatives.
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Resources available for downloading
Responding to the lack of financial
resources by mutualising new production resources

Organizing the Parade or the Urban Ballet
Opening the Residency Workshop

Fabricating one's own instruments

Designing our own costumes
In order to «parade», it is necessary to
«beautify oneself». The success of a parade depends also on the quality of the
costumes worn on that day. And this
means aesthetic as well as functionnal
quality. Within a framework based on mutualisation, Urban Ballets relies on stylists, costume designers and multimedia
artists (Slyanda, les Grandes Personnes,
Universidade Sénior...) who have created
visuals using a choice of materials (Tshirts, sellotape, felt...) as cheap and as
creative as possible, the idea being to encourage exchange of ideas and open
doors for collaboration between artists
and participants. > Samples of Specification sheets available for downloading

> SAMPLES

OF

SPECIFICATION

SHEETS AVAILABLE FOR

DOWNLOADING
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The experience of Brazilian group
Moleque da Rua has been an inspiration
for Urban Ballets: the group has set a way
of thinking about a music not rich on its
own, but «enriching itself through exchanging with other people» as Duda,
from Sao Paulo, says. As a matter of fact,
the «street funk» which has given the
workshops of Urban Ballets its own
rhythm started... on the street by collecting material and objects which have been
progressively converted into instruments.
As happened with costumes, following
Duda’s advice, the musicians have made
surdos, kitchen drums, shaker maracas,
berimbaus and other strange instruments
which really... sound! It is essential to start
collecting those materials (oilcans,
brooms, bottle caps, wire, rice, corrugated
iron, slats...) and fabricating the instruments well ahead of the residency workshop in a specially dedicated area. Also
essential is a certain amount of hardware
(leather, nails, screws, nuts...) and tools
(hammers, drills, saws, safety gloves, pencils, tin-openers, safety goggles...)
> SAMPLES

OF

SPECIFICATION SHEETS

DOWNLOADING

AVAILABLE FOR

If the trainees have been working beforehand on music and choreography using
the tutorials, a five day Residency Workshop is enough to finalise the Parade. «If
it takes longer, people get tired and become demotivated» says Hamid Ben
Mahi, relying on his experience on the
different formats tried and tested
throughout 2013 with Urban Ballets. The
Residency Workshop is an «energy accelerator» which boosts everybody before
D-day. Preferably installed in one single
place, the workshop alternates afternoon
and evening rehearsals, sometimes specific and at other times common to
dancers and musicians, indoor and outdoor. «It is necessary to go out, rehearse
in the streets, meet people» says Jo Zanders. All sessions begin with a collective
«warm-up» and end with a collective
«debriefing» regrouping artists and organisers. The fine-tuning of the whole
process comes through marching, talking
or having a bite together. Informal times
devoted to meals or tea act as a «glue»
to keep the workshop functioning. In this
respect, an important role is played by
debating sessions and intercultural encounters taking place around musical
meals or Palaver Trees.
> SAMPLES

OF

SPECIFICATION SHEETS

On Parade Day, everybody must know and be clear about
their role, from the trainees trough security personnel to artists, volunteers and the public. To each their level of responsibility. It is the task of the organisers to pass around
the information to all the components of the parade. On Dday, all the participants must rendez-vous at least 90 minutes before starting time so that everybody put their
costume on, have some refreshment, warm-up and feel
more self-confident. To start and finish the Parade on time
is a proof of the professionalism of the whole performance.
On an artistic level, a non-stop Parade may bore the public,
this is why pre-ordained stops allow for free-style happenings between two choreographic performances. The format of typical Parade, as tested (and approved!) by Urban
Ballet, includes 80 to 120 dancers, supported by 40 to 80
musicians, who must march as near as possible to the dancers so as to avoid the unbearable gaps between sound and
image. It is important therefore to "stick together." It is essential as well to choose ONE (not ten!) dance leader heading the Parade, and one leader for the musicians, if
possible mounted on stilts so that his/her instructions be
visible to everybody. Also, water, fast sugar and "good
mood" carriers should be appointed. Last but no least, a certificate to be delivered to all the participants at the end of
the Parade will give them a sense of recognition for their
effort and participation.

Itinéraire vers Pont Jacques Chaban Delmas
4,8 km – environ 9 min

> PARADE PLAN AND PLANNING AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOADING

AVAILABLE FOR

DOWNLOADING
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so far as it will create, for all the european peoples,
a sense of belonging and real citizenship based on
their cultural identity and shared cultural diversity.
For the partner operators the workshop is the place
where a collective project comes into existence,
where people experience participative democracy
and where the individual's autonomy expresses
itself within a collective creation process. At all
stages of the process, each and everyone should
find their place according to their level of
competence by acting according to the principle:
"one person, one voice."

Urban parades, carnivals, and human and cultural
rights organisations work with artists and
companies for whom participative creation and the
transmission of skills and competences is a shared
and paramount objective. One of the main tools of
this approach, although not the only one, is the
Residency Workshop which aims at building up a
co-participative space for artists, guests and
volunteers: such a space will reinforce the social
networks of the community in which it is located in
12

Why did the four operators throw themselves into it?
• To imagine spaces open to new encounters and allowing for original collaborations between continents,
neighbourhoods, communities, social groups, generations, professionals and volunteers...
• To better understand our practices and stengthen them
• To take into account and design the economic dimension of the project
• To plan and create a framework allowing for artistic excellence without sacrificing sense and meaning.
To allocate time to exchanges centering arounf cultural and social debates
• To respond to the scarcity of financial means by a new mutualisation of the means of production
• To experiment new forms for mobilising energies when faced with the increasing impoverishment of
communities in all territories. To respond to the challenges posed to volunteer work by new forms of poverty.

Great stories worth listening to
A small room but a big groove

Today is today,
tomorrow is
tomorrow
Here means more roots, more strength!

A parada que invade as ruas !

Don’t clap max !

My music is not
rich, but it can be
enriched

You are in the right
place, guy

Sounding, resounding,
exploding

Let's look forward for the best,
the worst is all behind us!

Sho sholoza,
go back to
South Africa

« Not » …
not all the time,
enough!
Let everybody make
their own sound

Small people, big effect
In Brazil, it's coffee
with milk, here it's
black coffee only.

We are the
"unafraid of
anything crew”

Waow, that was brutal,
sonic and metallic!

Explosao de energia

Uma concentraçao
de movimentos!
We've never seen
anything like that

Where do all these
youth come from?
From Belfast?
Do they really?

Everybody feel
themselves alive!
Do the beat
and shut up !

All of us amazed!
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When Duda's
here, everything
works out fine

I'm talking in
English to a
Frenchman in
Portugal

At last, I can sense the
people breaking free

Shop
shop

www.urban-ballets.com
www.ressourcerie.org
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• Hamid Ben Mahi, Fredéric Faula, Babacar Cissé, Huko Meekel, Franck Guizonne (Compagnie Hors Serie / France)
• Vusumuzi Mdoyi, Steven Faleni, Buru Mohlabane, Nchabeleng Tshepo, Solomon Miya (Compagnie Via Katlehong / Afrique du Sud )
• Jo Zanders (Musique / Belgique) • Duda Ferreira (Musique / Brésil ) • Matt Vernon (Musique / Irlande du Nord )
• Aleksandar Caric (Musique / Portugal ), Vitor Fontes (Danse / Portugal) • Dior (Danse / Brésil )
• Christophe Evette, Amora Doris, Aude Meeschaert, Patricio Luengo (Compagnie Les Grandes Personnes / France)
• Alice Morilleau, Gérome Martrenchard (Compagnie Les Voisins du Dessus / France )• Hugo Cruz (Direction / Imaginarius)
• Ismail Mahomed (Direction / National Arts Festival ) • David Boyd (Direction / Beat Carnival )
• Eric Roux, Patrick Duval (Direction / Carnaval des 2 rives) • Jacques Pasquier (plasticien atmosphériste / Monde)
• Mathieu Galy, David Bross, Sophie Guénébaut, Hervé Castelli (Coordination / Musiques de Nuit diffusion) •
Transnational action supported by the European Union. Culture Programme 2007. Third countries. Collective network of dancers
and musicians working in public space in South Africa and Europe (Portugal, United Kingdom and France). This project has received
financial support from the European Union. Disclaimer: the present publication is the author's own responsibility.
The European Commission will not be held responsible for any use that could be made of the information contained therein.
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